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Prologue

Researchers

▪ Biggest consumer and producer of  INFORMATION

▪ Information Needs

▪ Information Access

▪ Information Evaluation

▪ Information Use

▪ Information Use Ethics
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What is Plagiarism?

◼ “To steal and pass off (the ideas or words of another) as 
one's own : use (another's production) without crediting 
the source.”  Merriam-Webster Online Dictionary http://www.m-w.com/cgi-
bin/dictionary?book=Dictionary&va=ultimun

◼ “When you use another author’s intellectual property—
language, visuals, or ideas—in your own writing without 
giving proper credit, you commit a kind of academic theft 
called plagiarism,” Hacker, Diana. A Writer’s Reference. 6th ed. Boston: 
Bedford/St. Martin’s, 2007.

◼ “In other words, plagiarism is an act of fraud. It involves 
both stealing someone else's work and lying about it 
afterward.” http://www.plagiarism.org/plagiarism-101/what-is-plagiarism

◼ Plagiarize is a Latin word and means —to kidnap. Oxford 
English Dictionary
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All of the following are considered plagiarism:

There are several ways to plagiarize:

◼ Turning in someone’s work as your own 

◼ Copying words or ideas from someone else without giving credit 

◼ Failing to put a quotation in quotation marks 

◼ Giving incorrect information about the source of a quotation 

◼ Changing words but copying the sentence structure of a source 

without giving credit.

◼ Copying so many words or ideas from a source that it makes up the 

majority of your work, whether you give credit or not

http://www.plagiarism.org/learning_center/what_is_plagiarism.html
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Why does Plagiarism happen?

◼ Lack of knowledge and skills

❑ Researchers are unaware of procedures for citation and 

paraphrasing (Estow, Lawrence, & Adams, 2011; Walker, 2008)

◼ Authorial identity insecurities

❑ Researchers are insecure about sounding unimpressive 
(Ballantine & Larres, 2012) 

◼ Cultural differences

❑ Martin (2012) found that individualist oriented students were 

more likely to plagiarize (Western culture is more individualist)

◼ Cognitive issues

❑ Researchers do not perceive what they are doing is 

unethical (Walker, 2008)
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Why does Plagiarism happen?

Some other Reasons
❑ Procrastination

❑ Easy and quick to cut & paste

❑ Pressure to maintain high grade point average

❑ Didn’t keep track of where the information came 
from

❑ Believe it doesn’t hurt anyone

❑ Believe they won’t get caught

❑ Don’t  know they are plagiarizing
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TYPES OF PLAGIARISM
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Types of Plagiarism

◼ Intentional plagiarism:

❑ Copying words or ideas from others and  using 
as your own

❑ Cutting and pasting information without citing  

❑ Buying or borrowing a written work by 
someone else and submitting it as your  work

❑ Using videos, audio recorder or other media 
without citing

Plagiarism.org   http://www.plagiarism.org/learning_center/educational_tips.html
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Types of Plagiarism

◼ Unintentional plagiarism: 

❑ Citing incorrectly, Omitting citations 

❑ Deficient of knowledge and understanding of how to 
paraphrase and summaries.

❑ Failure to use your own “voice”

❑ Extreme use of Quotations

❑ Inexperienced writers and language issues.

◼ It doesn’t matter whether the theft is intentional or 

accidental.  Either way, it is plagiarism.
Plagiarism.org  http://www.plagiarism.org/learning_center/educational_tips.html
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Types of Plagiarism

10 MOST COMMON TYPES OF PLAGIARISM RANKED IN ORDER OF SEVERITY OF INTENT

◼ #1. Clone 
❑ Submitting another’s work, word-for-word, as one’s own 

◼ #2. CTRL-C
❑ Contains significant portions of text from a single source without alterations 

◼ #3. Find - Replace 
❑ Changing key words and phrases but retaining the essential content of the source 

◼ #4. Remix 
❑ Paraphrases from multiple sources, made to fit together 

◼ #5. Recycle
❑ Borrows generously from the writer’s previous work without citation 

http://turnitin.com/assets/en_us/media/plagiarism_spectrum.php
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Types of Plagiarism
10 MOST COMMON TYPES OF PLAGIARISM RANKED IN ORDER OF SEVERITY OF INTENT

◼ #6. Hybrid
❑ Combines perfectly cited sources with copied passages without citation 

◼ #7. Mashup
❑ Mixes copied material from multiple sources 

◼ #8. 404 Error
❑ Includes citations to non-existent or inaccurate information about sources 

◼ #9. Aggregator
❑ Includes proper citation to sources but the paper contains almost no original work 

◼ #10. Re-tweet
❑ Includes proper citation, but relies too closely on the text’s original wording 

http://turnitin.com/assets/en_us/media/plagiarism_spectrum.php
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Self Plagiarism

◼ Copying material you have previously produced

and passing it off as a new production.

◼ Writers often maintain that because they are the

authors, they can reuse their work as they please; it

couldn't be defined as "plagiarism" since they are not

taking any words or ideas from someone else.

◼ However, while the debate on whether self-plagiarism

is possible continues, the ethics of self-plagiarism is

significant, especially because self-plagiarism can

infringe upon a publisher’s copyright.
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Why is plagiarism a bad thing?

◼ Because it infringes academic ethics and 
academic norms

◼ Because it is a form of theft and a type of 
fraud

◼ Because plagiarists ultimately cheat 
themselves

◼ Because plagiarists cheat their fellow 
students

◼ Because plagiarism reflects incompetence
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Consequences 

Is Plagiarism only An Ethical Issue? 

No it is not. It is more than that. 

What if plagiarism is detected ? 
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UGC Regulations

Plagiarism Disciplinary Authority (PDA) of the HEI, based on recommendations of the

Academic Misconduct Panel (AMP), shall impose penalty considering the severity of the

Plagiarism.

◼ Level 1: Similarities above 10 % to 4o% - Such student shall not be

given any mark and/or credit for the plagiarized script and shall be asked to

submit a revised script within a stipulated time period not exceeding 6 months.

◼ Level 2: Similarities above 40 % to 6o% - Such student shall not be given

any mark and/or credit for the plagiarized script and shall be asked to submit a revised

script after a time period of one year but not exceeding eighteen months.

◼ Level 3: Similarities above 6o% -Such student shall not be given any mark

and/or credit for the plagiarized script and his/her registration for that course to be

cancelled.

Penalties for Students
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UGC Regulations

◼ Level 1: Similarities above 10 % to 4o% - Shall be asked to withdraw

manuscript submitted for publication and shall not be allowed to publish any work for

a minimum period of one year.

◼ Level 2: Similarities above 40% to 6o% - shall be asked to withdraw

manuscript submitted for publication and shall not be allowed to publish any work for
a minimum period of two years and shall be denied a right to one annual increment
and shall not be allowed to be a supervisor to any UG, PG, Master's, M'Phil., Ph.D'
student/scholar for a period of two years.

◼ Level 3: Similarities above 60 % - shall be asked to withdraw manuscript

submitted for publication and shall not be allowed to publish any work for a minimum
period of three years and shall be denied a right to two successive annual increments
and shall not be allowed to be a supervisor to any UG, PG, Master's, M.Phil., Ph.D.

student/scholar for a period of three years.

Penalties for faculty, staff, researcher of HEI
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HOW TO AVOID 

PLAGIARISM? 
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How to avoid plagiarism?

◼ To Avoid plagiarism, you must be authentic and acknowledge:

◼ Other people’s ideas, opinions, and theories.

◼ Other people’s evidence

◼ Other people’s research.

◼ Direct quotations.

◼ Paraphrased information.

◼ Facts and statistics gathered from any source.

◼ Develop a topic based on previously written material but write something 
new and original

◼ Rely on opinions of experts on a topic but improve upon those opinions

◼ Give credit to researchers while making your own contribution

◼ Follow a standard documentation method such as MLA or APA format
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A few tips: Good Scholarly Practice

◼ Read very carefully guidelines for writing thesis / dissertations / 

research papers. 

◼ Guidelines for research and results reporting. 

◼ Attend research methodology workshop, English remedial 

course, training in reference management tools, Library 

orientation programme etc. author workshops and course on 

technical writing skills etc. 

◼ Get account to check plagiarism, use of reference management 

tools, research forums, online discussion groups. 

Start of Research Work
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A few tips: Good Scholarly Practice

◼ Avoiding plagiarism is quite
simple. The best method for
avoiding it is to simply be honest;
when you've used a source in your
paper, give credit where it's due.
Acknowledge the author of the
original work you've used.

Be Honest
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A few tips: Good Scholarly Practice

◼ A balance between the ideas you have taken from other sources and 
your own, original ideas. 

◼ Take notes of referred sources- marking page numbers, record 
bibliographic information or web addresses for every source. 

◼ Note-taking 

◼ First note source’s bibliographic information. 

◼ Paraphrase or summarize as you go 

◼ Put a “P” or an “S” next to paraphrases & summaries 

◼ Use a “Q” to mark the beginning and end of passages copied directly from the 
text.. 

◼ Use different colored ink for copied ideas 

◼ Whether you paraphrase or copy direct quotations, always keep the 
citation/page information with the text, so that if you decide to rearrange your 
notes you have a record of what came from where.

◼ Remember to write down not just the useful information you discover 
but where you have found it too. 

◼ It’s very difficult to backtrack later if you can’t remember which book or 
website the information comes from 

Be Organized
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INTEGRATING SOURCES : PURPOSE

Quotations, paraphrases, and summaries serve many purposes. 
We use them to . . .

◼ Provide support for claims or add credibility to writing 

◼ Refer to work that leads up to the work you are now doing 

◼ Give examples of several points of view on a subject 

◼ Call attention to a position that you wish to agree or disagree with 

◼ Highlight a particularly striking phrase, sentence, or passage by 
quoting the original 

◼ Distance yourself from the original by quoting it in order to cue 
readers that the words are not your own 

◼ Expand the breadth or depth of your writing 
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Quote

When you quote you present another writer’s 
actual words to support your own ideas. 

◼ As an academic writer, you will use quotations for 
four major purposes: 

❑ to support your ideas;

❑ to preserve special or elegant language;

❑ to comment on the quotation; or 

❑ to distance yourself from the quotation.

From Lindsay Radcliffe, UTSA Tutor and NCB Instructor
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Summarize

◼ Distill the main points from the text. 

◼ Focus on key concepts, not on sub-points or supporting details. 

◼ Should be comprehensive but concise. 

❑ For example, a 15-page article may be summarized in a 
paragraph or two. 

◼ The purpose of the summary is to give scholars a “preview” of the 
material covered in the article and let them decide whether they will 
take the time to read it.

From Lindsay Radcliffe, UTSA Tutor and NCB Instructor
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Paraphrase

▪ A paraphrase is a restatement in your own words of someone else’s ideas.

▪ Changing a few words of the original sentences does NOT make your writing

a legitimate paraphrase.

▪ You must change both the words and the sentence structure of the original,

without changing the content.

▪ Also, you should keep in mind that paraphrased passages still require

citation because the ideas came from another source, even though you are

putting them in your own words.

▪ Change the order & structure of sentences

▪ Use synonyms/different forms of words

▪ May change the voice or perspective

▪ Cite properly

Source: http://www.academicintegrity.uoguelph.ca/
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Study both for a few seconds
The paraphrase you looked at is just a doctored version of the original, changed a bit so it looks like something different. But the word order,

paragraph structure, and even some of the actual words are the same. That’s plagiarism. Even with the changes, the whole paraphrase is still

80% the intellectual property of the original author.
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The original

The Interpretation

(Note that very few of the original words are used, that the interpretation reveals an UNDERSTANDING rather than an 

IMITATION of the original.)
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What to Cite?

◼ When you write some paper / dissertation or thesis you may 
use: 

❑ Words; 

❑ Opinions; 

❑ Statistics; 

❑ Facts; 

❑ Information from an author or any other source, and 

❑ Pictorial representations, 

You should put down a footnote, quotation marks, and/or an 
in-text parenthetical reference to the author. If there is no 
author, then state where you found the information. 
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Exception for citation: Common Knowledge

◼ A well-known fact.

◼ Information that is likely to appear in numerous sources
and to be familiar to large numbers of people.

◼ This is the only time you do not need to cite information,
provided that you do not copy that information word-for
word from a source.

◼ If at least 10 peer-review papers in your discipline don’t
give a citation for the information, then you don’t need to.

◼ BUT WHEN IN DOUBT, ALWAYS CITE THE SOURCE!

What is Common Knowledge?
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Examples of Common Knowledge

◼ Martin Luther King, Jr. was assassinated on 

April 4, 1968. 

◼ The Sun rises in the east. 

◼ Smoking can cause respiratory diseases such 

as emphysema and cancer. 
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Citation Formats

There are app 250 citation manuals. You can use any or follow 

these guidelines: 

American Psychological Association (APA): psychology,

education, and other social sciences.

Modern Language Association (MLA): literature, arts, and

humanities.

American Medical Association (AMA): medicine, health, and

biological sciences.

Chicago Manual of Style: used with all subjects in the real world

by books, magazines, newspapers, and other non-scholarly

publications.

Bureau of Indian Standards IS:2381-1978
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Fair Use for Students

◼ Fair use is a provision of copyright law that 

allows you to use a limited amount of 

copyrighted materials for your school 

projects.

◼ Fair use has some rules you need to follow.

◼ Fair use ALWAYS assumes that you cite the 

source for any material you use.
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How much material can I use?

◼ Printed materials

❑ You may put text in your project as long as you stick to the limits:

◼ 10% or up to 1000 words of a long work

◼ 250 words of a poem

◼ 2 pages from a children’s book

◼ 1 chart or picture

❑ The material must belong to you or to the school for you to use it.

◼ Videos, DVD’s or clips from the Internet

❑ You can use 10% or up to 3 minutes.

◼ Music

❑ Again, the limit is 10%.

◼ Internet

❑ Images can be downloaded for projects.  Sound files and video may also be 
downloaded for use in multimedia projects.  

❑ Limits still apply and you have to cite sources.
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Websites Which Construct Citations

Use these websites to create your bibliography

❑ Easy Bib http://www.easybib.com/

Generate citations in MLA, APA & Chicago formats. 

❑ Citation Machine http://www.citationmachine.net/

Generates citations in MLA, APA, Chicago, & Turabian 

formats.

❑ Noodle Tools https://www.noodletools.com/
Integrated tools for note- taking, outlining, citation, document

archiving/annotation, and collaborative research and writing

http://www.easybib.com/
http://www.citationmachine.net/
https://www.noodletools.com/
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Anti Pliagrism software

There are contradictions in results from open access free anti-

plagiarism software, such as:

◼ PaperRater.com http://www.paperrater.com/plagiarism_checker

◼ Plagiarism Checker http://smallseotools.com/plagiarism-checker/

◼ SeeSources.com http://www.plagscan.com/seesources/

◼ PlagTracker.com http://www.plagtracker.com/

Use of subscribed commercial software is more reliable and
authentic, such as:

▪ iThenticate http://www.ithenticate.com/

▪ Turnitin http://turnitin.com/

▪ URKUND http://www.urkund.com/en/

http://www.paperrater.com/plagiarism_checker
http://smallseotools.com/plagiarism-checker/
http://www.plagscan.com/seesources/
http://www.plagtracker.com/
http://www.ithenticate.com/
http://turnitin.com/
http://www.urkund.com/en/
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CONCLUSION 

◼ Plagiarism is a form of theft so it needs serious attention as well action.

◼ It also affect copyright issues 

◼ As an rough estimates between 10% to 15% of academicians and 25% to 35 % 

students in universities and colleges are plagiarists 

◼ plagiarism must be prevented at all levels of academic work from student 

papers to academic books 

◼ India does not have a statutory body to deal with scientific misconduct in 

academia like the Office of Research Integrity in the US. 

◼ China has also strengthened its regulatory system to counter the rampant 

problems of plagiarism and is ready with a new law to clamp down on 

academic cheating at its universities 

◼ It can be reduced by proper awareness, counselling, following strict research 

and ethical guidelines, open and transparent policy, by putting contents 

online etc. 
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